I.

ABBREVATIONS:
DOSSIER D'APPEL= DDA, VOLUME= V, PAGE = P, LINE= L,

TRANSCRIPTIONS= T, Page form in this Memorandum is (Pate#)
A) I strongly refuse the change of the ISSUE in the Judgement from its ISSUE to dangler
ISSUE called "language". It is against my rights and every Canadian Citizen rights.
B) I strongly refuse to be a part of the language issue. It is a political issue and I can't
afford it. It caused a big damage to the country in 1995.
C) I strongly refuse the decision by the Federal Court of Appeal for its unbalanced and
inconsistent that ended up not protecting my rights that The Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms Guaranteed them to every Canadian Citizen.
D) I strongly refuse the way the Federal Court of Appeal handled this case when it jumped
over all the facts and evidences (70 Exhibits) and didn't touch the ISSUE.
E) I strongly refuse to send the case to a new trial for its unfairness, huge injustice,
inequality, abuse, and oppression. Besides it has an impact on all Financial Advisors.
F) I strongly refuse to kill The Transcripts. The Transcripts (1624 pages) contain

Evidences. How can the Federal Court of Appeal order to kill those Evidences?
G1 If not granted by Federal Court of Appeal, I will fill an application to stay the order of
the Federal Court of Appeal on April 5th 2017 to protect my rights and interests while the
litigation ensures, and an application to expedite the hearing of leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court of Canada and, if leave is granted, the subsequent appeal.
First, this case is a public interest and it is a protection to every .F inancial Advisor who
suffered from financial Institutions exploitation by working hundreds of hours for free.
A. I will start my Memorandum by defining what the "ISSUE" was?
1. The Judgement has an ISSUE and doesn't need to create a new ISSUE after all the
Evidences were revealed. Creating a new ISSUE after the facts is completely against my
Rights and against my entity.
2. On May 11 2015, (T, V 1, P 10, L 24 to L 28) or (Page227) Honorable Judge
Archambault defmed the issue as: " ... to decide whether or not there was a contract of
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employment or not"; Also all the parties confirmed that: ~'this is the only issue" (Page 228)
· lines 1 to 10.
3. Moreover, Justice Archambault in his Judgement defined the issue and what code and
articles applied for the solution. Under title:
II.

~SSUE (DDA, V 1, P 21) or (Page 221)

wrote: "[I] The issue in this appeal is whether one of its former prof,essional
agents, Mr. Mazraani, was an employee of the Company during the period from
April 10, 2012 to November 23, 2012 (relevant period).2 Mr. Mazraani is
appealing3 a decision of the Minister of National Revenue (Minister) regarding
the insurability under the Employment Insurance Act (Act).4 Because the
contract was concluded in the province of Quebec, the solution to this issue
depends on whether Mr. Mazraani was working under a contract of employment
pursuant to article 2085 of the Civil Code of (Civil Code or Q.C.C.)5 or as an
independent contractor under a
contract of enterprise or for services pursuant article 2098 Q.C.C.6"
4. Mter defining the issue, I will start from the Judgement rendered by the Federal Court of
Appeal
5. The Federal Court of Appeal didn't protect my rights where many falsies were
committed before, during and after the trial in the Court.
I was Scared before the Court day.
6. The Court and Honorable Judge Gauthier just few hours before the court day accepted
documents from the Appellant (now respondent).
7. All - the Appellant (now respondent), the other party respondent and the Court Registry
bombarded me with emails by 8:35 PM on April 4th 2017 (Page 265 to 269)
8. I was uncomfortable with the emails that I didn't understand and I expressed my
concerns and discomfort in an email to the Federal Court of Appeal that I feel very
nervous. (Page 270)
9. With all that attitude, I came to the Court, (second surprise) the other parties filed three
books on the day of the court April 5th 2017 I had never seen before and they used them in
the Court without I get the chance to read them or even look at them before. I could not
follow on. I am not a lawyer. I am a very simple person.
10. (3rd surprise) I was struck by the Federal Court of Appeal to discuss the language
(created) issue instead of the real issue employment.
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11. Adding all above, I didn't feel free and comfortable to do a complete presentation as the
other parties because of the change of the ISSUE. I became less focusing and I lost control.
Despite all, I kept asking the Justice Gauthier to protect my rights and reminding her that
this was not the ISSUE. It is clear from the recordings.
12. How The Court divided the time between parties in the Court? Industrial Alliance
counsels got 46 minutes and 46 seconds. Kassem Mazraani got 22 minutes. Mr. Petit got
23 minutes. I used to be interrupted by the Justice Gauthier. (Recordings are clear)
13. Justice Gauthier wasn't sure about the duration of the Court. Her Highness wasn't

well prepared rushed to conclusion in two hours despite the duration was 3 hours. Justice
was confused Asking herself if it is 2 hours or three hours. (Recording)
14. The Appellant's (now respondent) Counsels and Respondent of The Minister of

National Revenue were all the time agreeable (from the first day of the first instant court)
and I believe they exchanged information between themselves. And because I was the
Respondent whom the Appellant filed the Appeal against, I preferred to be the last to
prese~t.
15. They were well prepared for the language issue as they know in advance that the

language is the only issue that will be raised by the Federal Court of Appeal. So the Federal
Court of Appeal put the language as pre-requisite to proceed in the Court. This by itself is
against my rights and I refuse it in part and in all and request the Supreme Court to
correct this damage. It is clearly used by the Court to quash the Judgement.
Unfortunately it was prepared not to pass the language issue and to quash the Judgement
right away.
16. The Honorable Judge didn't know one of the parties Me Jilwan the Minister of

Revenue Counsel. Justice asked him in French at minute 42 second 28.
JUGE GUATHIER; Jilwan est ce que c'est le t~moin ...

L'AVOCAT: Non, c'est L'avocat de ministere de la revenue.
17. This proves that the Federal Court of Appeal didn't study the case in depth and rushed

into conclusion. The Judge didn't know a major party in the case.
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18. This scenario supports my argument that the court helped the Appellant to quash the
Judgement.
19. I was asked by the Registrar of the Federal Court of Appeal for my opinion about the
language. I faxed on March 10th 2017 a letter to the Court started with: "I am 100°/o sure
that the language is not the issue. It is a ride to ambush the Judgement ....'' (Page 266)

B. Language Issue.
In the reasons of the Judgement of The Federal Court of Appeal: (Page 10)
20. [3] In his appeal, the appellant, Industrielle Alliance, Assurance et Services Financiers
Inc. (Industrielle Alliance), essentially submits that there were multiple violations of the
official language rights of witnesses and its counsel during the hearing before the TCC.
21. [4] Mr. Mazraani, a self-represented, submits that no such violations occurred,
arguing that language in only a matter of communication and that the documentary evidence
spoke for itself. Moreover, Mr. Mazraani contends that (i) the witnesses and counsel were
all bilingual; (ii) all persons involved in the hearing before the TCC consented to addressing
the TCC in English; and (iii) Industrial Alliance raises language rights merely as a strategic
move "to ambush the judgement of the TCC".

i)

This is true. They are bilingual and TRANSCRIPTS of the 6 days proved that.

ii) This is inaccurate and I exactly said: (From Memorandum to the Federal Court of

Appeal) (Pa~e 191)
22. "The language doesn't change the facts collected from Industrial Alliance's emails,

materials, documents and communications.
First the language doesn't change the evidences which are the absolute facts. The
language is not the fact but it describes the fact. The fact can't be changed even if it was
written in all existing languages. "The sun rises from the East and sets in the West" is a
fact and it doesn't change whatever language is used.
My mother's tongue (native language) is not English Even the 2nd Language in my origin
country is not English. And I didn't choose the English language, however, I accepted it as
a language of communication that all parties can communicate with."
C. Unbalanced and rushed to conclusions.
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23. The Federal Court of Appeal didn't take by all the reasons and the causes of all the
facts of the language:
24. The Federal Court in its Judgement extract the half part that did not touch the fact that
Industrial Alliance decided to testify in English voluntarily when The Court ignored the
most important part in their decision. When you decide doesn't mean voluntarily?
25. Justice Archambault wanted to have an interpreter by saying on page 270 of
transcription or (Page 229) on May 21 51 2015:
JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Because I have to -you know, I have to be fair to both
parties. You know, I'm prepared to let him speak in French but then I would have to
arrange for an interpreter for him.

MR. TURGEON: Yeah.
JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: If he doesn't want a-if he tells me he cannot follow what's
going to be going on in French, then Here Me Turgeon interfered and stopped the Judge to have an interpreter. Why he interfered
at that moment, I have no clue.

MR. TURGEON: Let me see if he MR. Turgeon proceeds to offer his solution not to have an interpreter.

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Yeah. Would you like a break or It was normal that Justice Archambault to ask if he wanted a break.

MR. TURGEON: Yeah, okay.
JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Yeah.
26. [17] Language issues arose on the second day of the hearing when counsel Turgeon for
Industrielle Alliance indicated that his first witness, being Mr. Michaud, would be
testifying in French. In response, Mr. Mazraani clearly indicated that he would need an
interpreter if Mr. Michaud was to testify in French (Transcript, vol 1 at pp. 269-270)

27. Continue from Page 270 or (Page 229) where the Federal Court of appeal stopped:
20 MR TURGEON Yeah.
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21 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: If he doesn't want a
22 -- if he tells me he cannot follow what's going - is going
23 to be going on in French, then24 MR. TURGEON: Let me see if he 25 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Yeah. would you like
26 a break or 27 MR TURGEON: Yeah, okay.
28 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Yeah,
28. Mr. Michaud the Vice President ofIndustrial Alliance, Mr. Leclerc the General Director
of Industrial Alliance at La Salle branch, The In house Counsel Ms. Beaudet and Me
Turgeon from Fasken the Counsel for Industrial Alliance all met together that day. discussed
the matter and decided to testify in English.
29. Me Turgeon. Industrial Alliance's Counsel, told the Judge that

thev
propose to testifv in
•

English after they met and decided TRANSCRIPT Mav 21, 2015 (Page 229) lines 21 to 28 and
(Page 230) lines 5 to 7. Me Turgeon Said: "Well, what We propose that We have the
testimony in English and the witness will do the best as he can."

(Page 230)
30. Me Turgeon not only proposed however he kept suggesting: line 14 offered to translate to
the other parties. Line 23 and 24 he continued his follow up.

1 MR. TURGEON: WeU, 30 seconds, please,
2 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: or I don't mind to
3 wait, you know.
4 (SHORT PAUSE)

5 MR. TURGEON: Well, what we propose that we
6 have the testimony in English and the witness will do the
7 best as he can
8 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT Yeah.
9 MR. TURGEON: But at some point, he may, if
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10 it-

11 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Use the French words.
12 MR. TURGEON: comes to very technical
13 issues, he may ask to testify in French and we may briefly
14 translate it to the other parties.
15 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Would you like to try
16 that?
17 MR. MAZRAANI: Well I have18 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT Okay We could try

19
20 MR MAZRAANI: Yeah.
21 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: -- and ifwe run into
22 problems we can suspend it. okay?
23 MR. TURGEON Let's see to which extent we
24 can go on.

25 JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT yeah, yeah Let's
26 start it this way Let's be pragmatic and we will see. I
27 will I will make a suggestion once he on the witness

28 stand that may help.

31. The..decis.ion w..as.n.' t arbitr.acv..it w..as. decided.hy_a[l._The_w.oF-d_We..here. tells_al/ despite_The

Federal Court o(Appeal ignored this fact.
32. Once again Me Turgeon killed the idea o(having an interpreter (T, V4, P 1256, 1257) or
(Page 231,232)
25

LE JUGE ARCHAMBAULT: Et done si on veut le

26

faire dans les deux langues, ii faut demander un service

27

d'interpretes.

28

Me TURGE ON: O.k., mais moi, j'ai pas de
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Page 1257 Please read Lines 1 to 18
1 problem la. Je suis a l'aise dans les deux langues
2 LE JUGE ARCHAMBAULT:Oui, je comprends,
3 mais we're faced with a situation where we have the
4 taxpayer--33. (22) It was impossible for me to write all paragraphs and comments. Reasons for
Judgement are 13 pages and that leaves little space to comment on all and get more proves.
34. (22) is inaccurate. Here Justice Archambault Talked to Mr. Leclerc in French and he
answered in English (T, V4, P 1303, L 16 to L 20) or (Page 233)
35. What transcript of proceedings does not support? This is vague. We are before 1624
pages of transcript proceedings. Did the Federal Court of Appeal go through those pages
to conclude that and protect the rights of all parties? We have lOth of pages where Justice
Archambault and the other party traded both languages for example pages 255, 256, 257,
258, 259, 260 and many other pages. You dig more you f"md more.

36. Me Turgeon kept the same rhythm even at the last hour o(the trial (T, V4, P 1463, L 4
and 5) or (Page 234) by saving: "I try to translate as much as I can during the presentation•

•

My Lord.,, This means that there was no language problem otherwise why the Counsel will

••

37. The trial dates of official transcripts of the audience:

•i
t

•
•
•

•t

offer to translate at the last hour of 6 days trwl?

1) May 11th 2015 from 10:04 AM to 4:21 PM for 6 hours and 17 minutes.
2) May 12th 2015 from 10:20 AM to 3:46 PM for 5 hours and 26 minutes.
3) June 1st 2015 from 9:45 AM to 5:25 PM for 7 hours and 40 minutes .

4) June znd 2015 from 9:41 AM to 4:22 PM for 6 hours and 41 minutes.
5) June 15th 2015 from 9:41 AM to 4:30 PM for 6 hours and 49 minutes.
6) June 16th 2015 from 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM for 7 hours.

t

••
••
••
••
t

38. The trial lasted for 39 hours and 53 minutes all about 40 complete hours during a

month and 5 days from May nth 2015 to June 16th 2015.•
39. The Judgemen't rendered on April 12th 2016. About 11 months from the last day of trial

on June 16th 2015. During all that time and before, neither Industrial Alliance nor their
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Counsel raised the issue of language. They never have the language as an issue even after
all facts of 70 evidences (presented by me) were revealed during 40 complete hours of trial
under The OATH. They only raised the language issue after the Judgement was rendered
in my favor based on direct and circumstantial solid evidences or facts that revealed the
truth. And for the 6 days long trial they never asked for an interpreter. When the

Judgement wasn't in their favor, They created a dangler called language and ride it to quash
the Judgemen.t Creating the issue oflanguage, after all the facts were revealed is against my
rights and led to unfair Judgement by the Federal Court o(Appeal

39. I have no role in deciding I am a person who was exploited by Industrial Alliance as
hundreds of financial advisors. The Federal Court of Appeal supposed to be at equal
distances from all parties and equally protect their rights. On the contrary, the Federal
Court of Appeal not only didn't protect my rights but killed those rights to satisfy the other
party.
40. [7] Given this Court's finding that the constitutional and quasi-constitutional official
language rights of witnesses, counsel for lndustrielle Alliance, as well as Mr. Mazraani's
rights were all violated in the course of the hearing before the TCC, it is unnecessary to
determine whether Mr. Mazraani has been engaged in insurable employment while working
for industrielle Alliance, or the reasonable apprehension of bias issues. However, I will
provide an observation in connection with the later issue.
41. Big contradiction, at one time they were obliged to speak in English and their language

rights were violated and on the other hand they speak in French and my rights were violated.
The right thing is that they proposed to testify in English. They kept silent all the duration
of the trial and after, until the Judgement was rendered. And when it wasn't rendered in
their favor, they raised the issue of language and wanted to exercise their right of language.
I refuse that it is absolutely against my rights since it was raised after the facts not before.

42. [26] In the end, the efforts of the Judge to be "pragmatic" in finding ways around

adjourning and securing interpretation services resulted not only in the violation of the
official language rights of counsel Turgeon and witnesses, but also the violation of Mr.
Mazraani's official language rights. It is simply was not open to the Judge to seek a shortcut
around the official language rights of all those involved in the proceedings. The Judge's
failure to exercise his duty to ensure that the official language rights at issue were protected
not only resulted in delays that could have otherwise been avoided by an adjournment to
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secure proper interpretation services. Pragmatism does not trump the duty to respect the
official language rights of all in the course of judicial prQceedings.
43. It is strange from a professional lawyer (Fasken) not to ask for an interpreter during 6
days of trial despite it is a natural need when it is needed. On the contrary, Me Turgeon
killed two attempts by the Judge to have an interpreter. I myself (not a lawyer) expressed
my need for this natural need simply to understand while the other party proposed to testify
in English. The Federal Court of Appeal used that natural need against me despite I never
requested the Court for that right simply because it is the very bad that the Federal Court
of Appeal wanted it to be good - not to care for my rights.

44. So, the best solution is to kill the rights of Mr. Mazraani he is any citizen his rights are

not important. So, the Federal Court of Appeal weigh all the actions of their ~ecision on me
ignoring the fact that I am the victim in all cases.
45. [23) Mr. Mazraani also argues that no prejudice is suffered where an individual is
capable of expressing him or herself in both official languages. This argument is ill-founded .
A person appearing before a federal court has the constitutional rights to express him or
herself in the official language of his or her choice regardless of whether he or she is bilingual.
In other words. The fact of being bilingual does not extinguish one's right to speak the official
language of his or her choice: Beaulac at paragraph 45.
46. The fact I will keep repeating it again and again. The Respondent (now) Industrial
Alliance proposed to testify in English, kept silent all the duration of the trial, never asked
for an interpreter, and at the end of the day when they didn't like the Judgement, they ride
the language issue. It is not an ice-cream you dido 't like you ask to change it. The Counsel
of Industrial Alliance is not a kid that doesn't know the rights of his clients. He is a very
professional lawyer partner with Fasken the high profile lawyering firm. It is very clear (23]
is against all my Rights.

47. (24] Moreover, despite the efforts of the Judge to have the witnesses testify in English, a
significant portion of the testimony was in French Of particular note is the testimony of Eric
Leclerc, whose testimony had significant French portions (see for example: Transcript, vol.
4 at pp.1206, 1207, 1222, 1228, 1266, 1323, 1324,1332). Although the Judge translated some
of the witnesses' French testimony into English for Mr. Mazraani, many exchanges were left
untranslated. At times, Mr. Mazraani expressed his inability to understand what was
happening, saying "I have to understand" (Transcript, vol. 4 at pp. 1249, 1320). Given Mr.

••
•
••
••----
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Mazraani's earlier request for interpretation services should there be testimony in French,
it follows that the fact that witnesses and counsel Turgeon addressed the Judge in French
with little to no translation constituted a violation of Mr. Mazraani's official language rights
(Minister's Memorandom of Facts and Law at para. 59).

48. This is very inaccurate and Mr. Leclerc speaks good English. This was the last day of

trial and Mr. Leclerc was the last witness (timing is very important) and testified after all
facts were revealed.
(T, V 4, P 1266, L 9 to L 15) or (Page 235)

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: When I speak English, Do you

understand what I

say?

MR, LECLERC: Yes, I understand well.
JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: You understand? I don't need toMR. LECLERC: If I don't understand I will tell you.

49. Also Justice Archambault gave him the choice to answer either in English or in French.
(T, V 4, P 1319, L 17 to L 20) or (Page 236)

JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: Do you prefer to answer in French or in English?
M. Leclerc: Je vais repondre en francais.
I'll answer in English.
50. [24] is veryjnaccurate.and contradicting itself. Mr. Leclerc had significant French portion
not due to the difficulty of expressing himselfin English but due to the interference by Counsel
Turgeon directing him to speak in French even before he starts-to speak. (T, V4).
-(Page 237 Line JO). "Me Turgeon: Dites-le on francais,"
-(Page 238 Line 26). "Me Turgeon: Parlez en francais."
-(Page 239 Line 17). ~Me Turgeon: Dites-le on francais."
-(Page 240 Line 3). "Me Turgeon: Parlez en francais."
-(Page 241 Line 5). "Me Turgeon: Dites-le on francais."
-(Page 242 Line 15). " Me Turgeon: Dites-Ie on francais."
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51. This was clearly a strategy followed by Industrial Alliance to have the witnesses to speak

in French. However all my evidences were ignored by the Federal Court of Appeal.
52. Even Mr. Leclerc was shifting between English and French nicely, freely and with
comfort without any interference except from Me Turgeon who used either talk to him in
French or ask him to speak French. I will list some occurrences where Mr. Leclerc used to
shift from English to French (in the middle of the paragraph or the sentence) and vice versa.
(T, V4)
-(Page 243 Line 13)
-(Page 244 Line 3)
-(Page 244 Line 22)

-(Page 245 Lift:e 25)
-(Page 245 Line 27)
-(Page 246 Line 4)

53. (25] At the hearing before this Court, Mr. Mazraani alleged that counsel Turgeon
directed witnesses to speak in French in order to prevent him from understanding their
testimony. While I make no determination on this point, I note that the issue would not have
arisen had the Judge adjourned for the purpose of securing interpretation services.
54. I believe I clarified that in [24]. It is clear that the Federal Court of Appeal is
contradicting itself for the Evidences I presented. [24] and [25] are contradicting each other.
55. [27] Finally, lndustrille Alliance submits that the Judge's interventions and questions to
its witnesses gave rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias. Suffice it to say that the number
of interruptions and questions the Judge put to the witnesses appears to be excessive, even
in the context of the party being self-represented and the proceedings being conducted
informally: see NCJ Educational Services Limited v. Canada (National Revenue), 2009 FCA
131, 392 N.R.11. For instance, Industrielle Alliance contents that the Judge put no less than
102 questions to the witness Mr. Michaud (lndustrielle Alliance's Memorandum of Facts and
Law at para. 50). But given any finding on the issue of the official language rights, I make
no determination in this regard.
56. We are hei:-e with numerous of tangible Evidences (transcripts, emails, and documents all
from Industrial Alliance resources). There are 4 Volumes of 1305 pages of Evidences. Plus
4 Volumes of 1624 pages of transcripts contain the proofs and the confessions of the other

party to those Evidences:

57. In (DDA, V 2, A-39, page 417 and page 418) or (Page 223 and 224)''VOTRE PRESENCE
IMPERATIVE" and
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(A-40, Page 419) or (page 225) "II est obligatoire que vous soyez presents a cette

reunion sans exception." Or

~mflils (A.-60 p~ge 968) frcnn Mr.! Le~lerc <ff
(A-17, page 288 and 289) from my direct director "Hi, Kassem, just to let you know
that I will be away for a week. If you need any assistance, you can ask any manager
in the agency. Anything that can wait, hold on to it and we will do it when I get back."
58. And a numerous of Evidences alike do they need language? They are facts by themselves.
59. I request the.Supreme.Court to order to have the 4 Volumes 0(1305 pages ofevidences.
60. The Federal Court of Appeal was not balanced and didn't take by all the reasons, the
decision was arbitrary and just to quash the judgement.
61. This decision is a slow kill to me. I worked bard for 5 years sometimes day and night
(despite I am not a lawyer) and I was able to present 70 very strong and solid direct and
circumstantial evidences and proved to the Tax Court all those facts even the Counsel of IA
confirmed those Evidences. The Federal Court killed all my effort at no time.
62. This is the most fanatic judgement that leads to hate rage and instability.
63. The mother doesn't kill one of her children to satisfy the temperamental of her spoiled
son.
64. Compared Fasken to myself, Fasken of an army of lawyers (about 700) whom they
know all the aspect of the law (school of law) and how to defend and protect the rights of
their clients with unlimited resources. With all their power, they proposed to their client to
testify in English. I myself a Financial Advisor who is not a lawyer (with no financial
resources) but defended my rights and proved them with 70 concrete evidences.
65. The Federal Court of Appeal killed those evidences and quashed my rights by creating
a different ISSUE (I completely refuse) that led to unfair Judgement.
D. Why all the parties including the Federal Court of Appeal want to kill the Judgement
with all.its derivatives?
66. The answer is the Judgement itself and the argument by Me Turgeon (from Fasken)
Industrial Alliance counsel on Tuesday June 16th 2015. I will shade the light on parts of the
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Judgement to give the Supreme Court an idea of the content of the Judgement however I

will submit a copy of the complete Judgement.

67. (Page 24) JUDGMENT: The appeal pursuant to subsection 103(1) of the Employment
Insurance Act (the "Act") is allowed and the decision is of the Minister of National
Revenue, dated Augus-t 1, 2013, is varied on the basis that the appellant was engaged in
insurable employment within the meaning of paragraph 5(1)(a) of the Act for the period
from April 10, 2012 to November 23, 2012, while working for the Intervenor..
(Issue; see Issue above)
68. (151] Third, Industrial Alliance provided him with an office where he performed his
services most of the time. His cubicle was close by the office of the sales manager, which put
him in the position of being supervised directly by this sales manager. Not only did he have
his own cubicle, but he also had his own telephone line in this office. To use again the words
of Professor Gagnon, we can see that Mr. Mazraani "[agreed) to be integrated into the
operating environment of a business so that it [might] receive the benefit of his work" The
Company described him as being so integrated in the April 27 letter: "[You] will be part of
service unit 35 of Team 90 and you will also be in charge of the policies and clientele that
currently make up part of this service unit. Your sales director will be Mr. Rene Beaule."
[Emphasis added.) Mr. Mazraani is at the bottom of the hierarchical chain of command
going from the senior vice-president to the vice-president to the superintendent to the
branch manager to the sales manager (often referred to in the present case as sales
director), who was Mazraani's immediate superior. What do managers (or directors), such
as branch managers and sales directors, do? They direct. When one performs work "under
the direction" of another, one is considered an employee pursuant to article 2085 Q.C.C.
(3) The direct evidence. (From parapraph (152] to paragraph (173]) Please read.
69. [152] This case is the exception to the general rule that it is usual to decide the issue of
the existence a relationship of subordination mostly on circumstantial evidence because
direct evidence of the exercise power to instruct, direct and control is not always available,
or is difficult to produce due, for instance, to the "diversification and specialization of
occupations and work techniques [which] often mean that the employer cannot realistically
dictate regarding, or even directly supervise, the performance of the work." [Emphasis
added.] But in this appeal plenty of direct evidence was produced of this power having
been exercised by Industrial Alliance during the relevant period. This direct evidence
corroborates the circumstantial evidence and supports the ultimate conclusion that the
Company here had the power to instruct the agents and to direct and control their work,
and more particularly the work of Mr. Mazraani.
70. [216) When Mr. Michaud and Mr. Charbonneau were asked whether there were any
differences in the handling of the agents when they were considered as employees before
1993 and when they were considered as independent contractors after 1992, neither one
indicated that in the latter case there were fewer constraints with respect to their freedom
in performing their work, i.e., with regard to the scheduling of their activities, the
limitation of their territory or the requirement to attend meetings. Nor did they testify that,
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after 1992, the agents were "free to choose the means of performing the contract" to use
the words of article 2099 Q.C. C. or that they "enjoy[ed) virtually total independence, in
relation to the client, concerning the manner in which the contract [was) performed" to use
the words of the Quebec Minister of Justice.
E. Credibility of the LA witnesses (From paragraph [222] to paragraph [265))
71. [222] When witnesses are affirmed or sworn, they affirm or swear that they will tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. Experience teaches that not all witnesses
fulfil this commitment. Some lie; some mislead; some are mistaken; some believe that they
are telling the truth when the reality is actually quite different; some embellish the facts.
However, when executives of well-known and reputed corporations, members of the legal
profession, and people in authority, such as a police officer, are testifying, the expectation is
that will have higher standards in honouring their oath.
72. (227] Mr. Michaud and Mr. Leclerc were misleading the Court when they said that the
role of the sales manager was coach and motivate IA's agents. The Coaching Guide used by
the Company to train its agents contradicts their testimony. As we saw above, the Coaching
Guide states that its purpose is to "enable you [the branch manager] to support your sales
manager in his role as coach, training supervisor and sales manager for his new recruit."
Obviously, the Company believes that the role of its sales managers is not limited to that of
a coach. The sales manager has also an actual sales manager's role, which includes
managing sales. The Guide asks the branch manager to confirm, at various steps of the
Professional Development Program, whether the training supervisor verified the client files
the current week. It concludes as follows: "Your SUPER VISION (Supervision) .
make(s] all the difference! 230 [Underlining only added.]
73. [228] Furthermore, as we saw above, the sales managers, together with the branch staff
are indeed not only telling the agents what to do, how to do it and even sometimes when to
do it, but also supervising the work of the agents both on the Company's premises and on
the road. The evidence described above also makes it clear that they are monitoring the
performance of the agents, reviewing their work and even correcting it. Either Ms. Laporte
or Mr. Beaule picked up the error in an application submitted by Mr. Mazraani and took
measures to correct it before Mr. Beaule told Mr. Mazzarani. Moreover, I have no
hesitation in concluding that Mr. Michaud was none too candid and was being misleading
when be suggested that Mr. Maaaani's work was controlled by his bank account. He was
omitting the fact that the Company loses as well when an agent is not performing, as we
saw earlier in discussing Module 9.

74, l249] So when we dig a little deeper, we get a different picture from these IA executives.
The sales managers are not just coaches who simply make suggestions; they are there to
supervise, assist and give direction. The Company's witnesses especially the executives, did
not refer in their testimony to the Company's expectations, and yet, as we have seen in the
Company's documentation, there are expectations, as one would expect from any for-profit
rganization which uses the services of salespersons. It is public knowledge that pressure is
ut on these persons to produce, to achieve targets. If an agent does not produce, he will
Kt be kept in the organization. Mr. Mazraani said so; in his words, they push you all the
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time. The Company pays a lot of overhead: rent, equipment, Intranet, sales managers, etc•
I believe that the portion of Mr. Leclerc's testimony in which he states that the Company
gives direction and that his reference, in an e-mail top Mr. Mazraani, to Mr. Mazraani's
"contrat de travail" are more plausible and believable than the portions of his testimony in
which he says that the Company only makes suggestions and does not provide instruction
or exercise control with regard to the work of the agents. Indeed, this is more consistent
with the broad discretion that the Company has to suspend or terminate the Agent
Contract under the many circumstances described in that contract.
75. [267) One can draw from the testimony or the LA executives and Mr. Charbonneau
that they were at the very least embellishing the facts in order to obtain a favourable
decision from this Court. I believe that this serves as a good reminder for the courts that it
dangerous to accept, without documentary corroboration, verbal testimony as an
expression of the truth•
76. (292] It is evident from the report that the decision of the appeals officer was solely
based on her perception that supervision was not exercised. The key question, which she
did not ask herself and which she did not answer, was whether the Company had the power
to exercise control over, and to give instructions to, its workers and, in particular, Mr.
Mazraani. This issue is not limited to determining whether such power was exercised. As is
acknowledged in the jurisprudence and the doctrine, and by the Quebec Minister of Justice
at the time the Civil Code was adopted by the National Assembly, It is the power to give
directions that is the key element.
77. [293) Furthermore, the appeals officer never had the opportunity to meet
representatives of the Company. She relied only on the notes of the rulings officer, to
whom Mr. Leclerc had given the following Company version.
Le payeur verifiait le travail afin de s'assurer que les regles dictees par la Joi etaient
respectees, mais ii ne supervisait pas le travailleur ni ne lui indiquait pas [sic] comment
effectuer le travail.
METURGEONARGUl\'.lENT
78. Me Turgeon started his argument unethically attacking my credibility and reached to the
point (wrongly) accusing me of fraud, when he can't argue about the evidences.
79. In his argument on Tuesday June 16th 2015 (T, V 4) that lasted for 199 pages from page
1390 to page 1589, Me Turgeon unethically attacked my credibility and myself also accused
me of fraud and many bad things while he failed to convince the Judge otherwise. This
argument is very interesting to be read where the lawyer failed to interact with the numerous
facts and evidences.
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ME TURGEON CONFIRMS THE TRUTH (very very important)

80. Me Turgeon said: (T, V 4, P 1438, L 1 to L 16) or (Page 247) "MR. TURGEON Yeah,
so it's - what I'm scared of is the Court would have to decide the status that would apply to
all lndustrielle Alliance representative - and it will be the same for London Life, others
company and there's -we know from the evidence that there are many, not all but most of
all company in that particular field work with that status.
JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: M'hm.
MR. TURGEON: And it is asked by the representatives then, so it would be sad that the
situation - that a ruling would have impact the entire company, an entire network of agents,
on a so unique exceptional situation.
And it is hard to conclude --JUSTICE ARCHAMBAULT: But at the end of the day this decision only involves this
particular individual."
81. The whole 2 pages 247 and 248 in specific are very important to read as the whole 199

pages argument. Also pages 249 and 250 are very important as well.

IS THIS THEIR JUST?
82. While Justice Archambault rendered his Judgement based on facts and evidences,
Industrial Alliance's counsel wants the Judge to render his judgement based on their

"POWER of TYRANNY".
83. However when he failed to convince the Judge at the end of his argument he directly
asked the Judge to jump over the facts and evidences and render the judgement in his favor.
June 16th 2015,( T, V 4, P 1586 and P 1587) or (Page 251, 252) This argument is very
important of showing how this team thinks and handle the rights of others as always used to
be.
84. Whatever Mr. Turgeon tried, the net will never be able to prevent the sun-light from
shinning.

TURNOVER
85. When Mr. Leclerc was asked by Justice Archambault how many persons are less than two
years (T, V 4, P 1232, L 6 to L 21) or (Page 253). And when he was asked how many out of 15
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would be one year lines 27, 28? He answered 13 to 14 people per year (T, V 4, P 1233, L 18 and

L 19) or (Page 253).
It is very scary that only one or two persons stay working to complete two years and the other 13
people they were fired (like myself). Justice Archambault expressed that in his Judgement (DDA,
V 1, P 173, Section (302]) or (Page 179)

86. Turnover and Me Turgeon argument prove that the Financial Institutions like Industrial
Alliance, London Life and many others causing a big damage to the Financial Advisors and
their families. And now is the time for the Supreme Court of Canada to stop this damage.
As Me Turgeon stated in his argument that companies work with that status. (Page 247)
E. The most damaging unbalanced Judgement.
87. (29] I would therefore allow the appeal, quash the judgement below and remit the matter
to the Tax Court of Canada for a new hearing before a different judge. It goes without saying
that the transcript of the flrst trial shall not be relied upon either by the parties or the judge
hearing the second trial. As the parties did not seek costs, none should be awarded.
88. No, no this must not happen. This decision caused the most damage to my rights. It is very

devastating and it is a slow kill to myself by the Judges. In the same talking. the Federal Court
o{Appeal didn't maintain for me the translation services when I asked for a copy of recording
during the trial on April 5th 2017 in order to prepare for "leave to Appeal" and apply to the
Supreme Court of Canada. {Page 267. 268) This shows the double standard of the Federal
Court ofAppeal in dealing with the Rights of Canadian Citizens. And affirms that the goal is
to squash the Judgement at any price.

89. I wrote in my Memorandum to The Federal Court of Appeal (page 208) on November 17
2016:
"I refuse any attempt by the (now) Respondent to degrade or empty the Judgement rendered
on April 12th 2016 from its content in order to destroy it. This Judgement is one solid entity
that can't be divided, add to it or take from it (extract). It is the most legal to protect the
persons like me who suffered from the employer's exploitation. The Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms provides this protection.
Also, I refuse any attempt by the Appellant (now respondent) to damage the judgement
rendered by the Honorable Judge, Pierre Archambault outside the Court by the illusion and
liquefactions that don't have any basis. In all that they depend on their power of smugness
and tyranny ignoring all the facts that were revealed for 6 long days that they were very
responsible about their long lasting because of their misleading, decisive, contradiction and
not telling the truth most of the time.
The appellant (now respondent) is trying to zero all the evidences and begin a new trial with
zero evidences with the. right not to use the evidences revealed in the 1st instance which is
impossible and I strongly refuse."
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90. This is exactly what The Federal Court o(Appeal decided. Despite i alerted the Court of
those results.

91. The Federal Court of Appeal didn't protect my rights and rushed to conclusions just to
quash the Judgement. I felt at that moment that I am a 2nd degree CITIZEN with no rights.
We were prosecuting before Honorable Judge for 6 long days where The Judge found tens
of direct, material, substantial and clear evidences and not "erred" and "failed". I believe
your Honorable Court will look into all those evidences and the Judgement rendered by the
Honorable Judge Justice Archambault in depth for the respect of our juridical system and
our Honorable Judges for the best of goodwill of all humans by reaching to the only truth.
92. Also the Commission de Normes du travail, reached to the same truth. The Federal Court
of Appeal completely ignored my rights in the Judgement and only stick to the language.
COMMISSION DE NORMES DU TRAVAIL (DDA, V 2, P 375) or (Page 222)
Also, Industrial Alliance's counsel completely ignored the decision by the
Commission de Normes du Travail when asked them to pay for me after a very long
investigation. When they didn't pay me, the Commission transferred the flle to their
Attorney (DOA, V 2, A-29, P 375) or (Page 222)
93. Compared Judgement rendered by Justice Archambault to Judgement rendered by the
Federal Court of Appeal. Justice Archambault was very professional, transparent, took by
all evidences after examining each of them and approved by all parties, took his time (11
months) to render his Judgement while the Federal Court of Appeal was arbitrary, replaced
the real ISSUE (from issue of employment to issue of language) against my rights, rushed to
conclusion without examining the evidences. Justice Archambault gave the parties all the
time with 40 hours of complete trial while the Federal Court of Appeal didn't give me the
same time that was given to each of the other parties and concluded the Judgement in less
than two hours.
94. The decision is very extreme and it is designed and produced (orchestrated) to benefit
the Respondent (now) Industrial Alliance with a dangler called "language" against the
clear right of the Appellant Kassem Mazraani.

95. By ordering that, the Federal Court o(Appeal wants to kill the whole truth. Those
transcripts have all the facts that can never be repeated because ofthe history of misleading
and lying of the other party. Please read paragraphs {222[ to {265[ of Justice Arthambault
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Judgement (Pages 137 to 163). I request the Supreme Court of Canada to interfere here and

~

stop this huge damage not only for me but for every honest and candid Canadian Ciiizen who

~

wants to protect his/her rights in legal ways through the Court and not through other means•
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This was a full package offered hv the Federal Court o(Appeal to Fasken and Industrial
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Alliance against the rights ofall Canadian Citizens. Please stop the damage of the Evidences!
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Appeal requesting the Supreme Court of Canada to interfere and correct the damage by
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Please DON'T KILL THE TRUTH!

96. Today I am a wounded person with unhealed wounds caused me by the Federal Court of

applying the law depending on the facts revealed and the Rights of Citizens that The
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guaranteed them for me.
97. The Charter of Rights and Freedom under enforcement states in Para 24:" (1) Anyone
whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this Charter, have been infringed or denied may apply
to a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain such remedy as the court considers appropriate and
just in the circumstances.
(2) Where, in proceedings under subsection (l ), a court concludes that evidence was obtained in
a manner that infringed or denied any rights or freedoms guaranteed by this Charter, the evidence
shall be excluded if it is established that, having regard to all the circumstances, the admission of
it in the proceedings would bring the administration of justice into disrepute.,,

98. I am the victim who needed protection from the Federal Court of Appeal not to be
terrorized to kill his rights. Of course, I am not Fasken.
VI. IN CONCLUSION
99. For all that, I request The Honorable Supreme Court to offer me its permission for leave
to Appeal to prove to Your Highnesses how the Rights of Canadian Citizens are violated
despite the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guaranteed those rights for me for
the best of our beloved CANADA.
Signed in Montreal on June 2nd 2017 by:
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